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The PrincePrince Xalikian Kazharan has a dilemma on his hands. Now that the Kordolians have

landed on Earth, he somehow has to convince an entire planet of Humans that his people mean

them no harm. It's easier said than done, especially when one's race has a reputation for brutally

conquering the Nine Galaxies. Perhaps this stubborn female journalist called Sera Aquinas, who

thinks she can just walk up to his front door and ask for an interview, might be able to help him.But

first, he has to gain her trust, and that's not so easy when her presence drives him to distraction.The

JournalistSera Aquinas doesn't trust the charming amber-eyed Prince when he says he doesn't

want to take over her planet. As a hardened journalist, she's seen her share of duplicity and

corruption. So when Xal tells her the Kordolians are looking for Human females, she thinks he's

messing with her. Seriously? Who would believe that lame excuse?She has to admit however, that

Xal is one fine looking alien, and a part of her is curious.It's absolutely far fetched, but what if he's

telling the truth?What if Humans and Kordolians are compatible?And when it comes to Xal, why

does her body keep betraying her when her head is telling her to get the hell out of there?Warning:

this book contains swearing, violence, sensual sex scenes, silver aliens with fangs and a little dose

of insta-lust. If you're sensitive to any of these things, you may want to think twice before reading it.

It's definitely recommended for readers aged 18 and over.Dark Planet Falling is Book Two in the

Dark Planet Warriors Series. It will probably make more sense if you've read Dark Planet Warriors

first, although that's probably not absolutely essential.
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This was an easy read, very enjoyable, and I love how this author has set up her world and created

a unique look to her aliens. And now that Kordolians have arrived on Earth, there's so much she can

do with this. The writing flowed well, just a handful of editing errors/typos. I love these big, silver

alien males with the fangs and black claws, and Xal with the golden/amber eyes and long white hair

and black horns. I just have a vivid picture of them in my mind, and I love that.For all that Xal looks

like a beautiful demon come to life, he's a surprisingly sweet hero. I guess I like my alien heroes a

bit more like Tarak, gruff and icy, but Xal is sexy, too, and he matched well with Sera. She's

described as having light brown skin, dark hair and eyes, a toned and lean body, and she's pretty

tough and bold. I also liked that she's physically scarred and tatted, and in Xal's eyes, she's exotic

and beautiful, his human.Tarak is still the one for me, though. I liked his story more than Xal's

because there seemed to be a stronger dynamic between Tarak and Abbey. There's insta-lust in

this, which is different from Tarak and Abbey's romance. From the beginning, Xal is sweet, Sera is

interested, and I would have loved more tension there between h/H. But I did enjoy this, such an

interesting set-up, and I look forward to reading more sexy aliens from this author. Tarak and Abbey

get a follow-up book next, and I'm super happy about that! I love that General.

This novel is a great sci-fi romance. All of her female characters have such spunk and I don't get the

feeling they are pushovers, ever. Having a strong willed woman makes these books so much more

than just a simple romance read. They add a level of depth.I would definitely recommend reading

the books in order, or at least reading Dark Planet Warriors first. You might be a little lost without

reading in order, but it isn't necessary.Although, "looking for human females", is a trend I've noticed

in sci-fi romances, I still find these books to be original and extremely interesting. She's done a good

job creating the world around these characters, unlike other authors.Just writing this review makes

me what to pick up my kindle and start reading these novels all over again.

This is Book 4 in the Dark Planet series. This one tells the story of Prince Xhalikian and Sera

Aquinas, a journalist who wants to find out why the Kordolians are seeking asylum on Earth. Sera



has a hard time believing that the Kordolians just want to integrate into Earth's Human society. The

Kordolians have a reputation for being brutal warriors who conquer all they see. However Sera

quickly realizes that all is not as it seems.The first 3 books are more of a mini-series centering on

General Tarak and Abbey and why the Kordolians want the live on Earth. This book is a great

addition to the series and I definitely recommend the entire series.

I am so happy to have found Ms. Carven, as she is an AWESOME writer. Her writing skills are very

hard to beat; artistically and structurally her writing is very solid.This book's characters- Xal and

Sera- were a fun couple, and complimented each other very nicely. Xal is a sweet man who though

he clearly is not a military man can still talk the talk and then walk the walk. He might even be called

a predator posing as a house pet. Sera is a strong and well-abled woman who has had a rough

past, and though it has made her stronger it hasn't tarnished her personality. They were a nice foil

for each other (I do agree with another reviewer that I like Abbey and Tarek more, but just because I

love growly alpha men and not because of any short-coming from the author). The author always

gives great smexy-time, and beautifully written as well.So glad to see on Ms. Carven's FB page her

upcoming novels in the series ~ gave me a total fangirl squeal. This is one of the few authors that I

follow who is an automatic buy for me. You can read her books with total confidence that you will

get a wonderful and well-written story.

This series is great. It's not same old same old. There's just something about a big silver with white

hair, fangs and a nice pair of curved horns Alien who is a true bad ass. I like that they fall fast and

hard for human women. This is an exciting and scary adventure, oh and sexy as all get out. These

two each have their emotional scars and are very good for each other. I definitely recommend this

book and boy am I looking forward to the next book. Enjoy! ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â‚¬

This book is the weakest point in an otherwise great series. I had hoped for a more driven and

adventureous storyline about the Dark Planet Price. Halfway through the book the story improves.

Just started read this series yesterdayI quit writing reviews but sometimesI have to say EnjoyHappy

Reading.Looking forward to reading the next one.

Xal (the Prince, met him in the 1st 3 books) & Tarak's & Abbey along with the crew on the ship

"Silence" have come to Earth so that the men can find mates. Xal finds his when Sera knocks on his



door for an interview & then she also decides to help him & Tarak make the other warship go away.

While on the other warship with the evil men from Xal's & Tarak's old home world they find

themselves falling in love & protecting each other.This was a very good book & I will definitely be

reading more of this series.
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